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our story

about us

“Engineered chemistry for everything that moves us on earth”

What is TerraMotus?
TerraMotus comes from 2 latin words.

Terra [ter´uh] meaning earth or land.

Motus [mo´tus] meaning motion or movement.

TerraMotus is the sum of 33 years of industry 
leading experience to provide professional 

automotive chemical maintenance solutions to 
the auto repair, car dealership and 

transportation industry.
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TerraMotus Fuel System Purge is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for Fuel Injectors, 
Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, Intake Valves and Valve 
Deposits on GDi engines. Our premium fast-acting 
NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of Polyetheramine 
for professional fuel rail and injector cleaning. 
Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits away
from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1210 11.9 oz. (352 mL) aerosol

Terramotus Fuel System Dcarb is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for fuel injectors, 
combustion chambers, intake valves, and intake sys-
tems.

Helps maintain O2 sensor and catalytic converter perfor-
mance.

Use with TerraMotus Fuel Service Machine or other fuel 
service apparatus. Available as Step2 in our TM1200 
DCarb Kit for a full system decarbonization.

fuel injector purge

fuel system dcarb
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fuel products
restores power & efficiency



TerraMotus Fuel System Purge is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for Fuel Injectors, 
Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, Intake Valves and Valve 
Deposits on GDi engines. Our premium fast-acting 
NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of Polyetheramine 
for professional fuel rail and injector cleaning. 
Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits away
from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1210p 12 fl oz. (355 mL) bottle

Terramotus Fuel System Dcarb is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for fuel injectors, 
combustion chambers, intake valves, and intake sys-
tems.

Helps maintain O2 sensor and catalytic converter perfor-
mance.

Use with TerraMotus Fuel Service Machine or other fuel 
service apparatus

Terramotus Fuel System Dcarb is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for fuel injectors, 
combustion chambers, intake valves, and intake sys-
tems.

Helps maintain O2 sensor and catalytic converter perfor-
mance.

Use with TerraMotus Fuel Service Machine or other fuel 
service apparatus. Available as Step2 in our TM1200P 
DCarb Kit for a full system decarbonization.

TerraMotus Fuel System Purge is a highly advanced 
specially formulated cleaning product for Fuel Injectors, 
Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, Intake Valves and Valve 
Deposits on GDi engines. Our premium fast-acting 
NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of Polyetheramine 
for professional fuel rail and injector cleaning. 
Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits away
from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1410 6.2 oz. (183 mL) aeros0l

fuel injector purge

fuel system dcarb 

fuel system dcarb 

fuel injector purge
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TerraMotus Fuel Products

PN° tm1420 5.6 oz. (165 mL) aeros0l

PN° tm1220p 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle



This dual purpose, fast-acting NEW Proprietary 
Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was developed 
by the founding father of Polyetheramine. Designed to 
be introduced into the induction system using a vacuum 
or high pressure fogger tool. This product cleans and 
removes varnish and carbon build-up in the intake and 
induction system. It is an excellent “top engine” formu-
lation designed to remove carbon from the combustion 
chamber, resulting in improved fuel combustion, better 
engine performance, and better fuel economy. For use 
in all fuel systems.

PN° tm1425 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

induction system + valve cleaner
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fuel products
restores power & efficiency

This premium fast-acting NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine 
Technology was developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and injector 
cleaning.

Add one bottle to quickly and effectively blasts carbon 
deposits away from fuel injectors, intake ports and 
combustion chambers. Restores engine power lost due 
to dirty injectors and fouled combustion chambers. For 
use in all gasoline fuel systems including new Direct 
Injection (GDI) Systems.

PN° tm1235 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

pt78 fuel system cleaner

TerraMotus Concentrated Fuel Treatment is a premium quality 
fuel treatment that boosts the performance and stability of any 
fuel it is added to. 

It yields maximum engine performance, fuel economy, 
emissions reduction, wear protection, and fuel storage stability, 
for all types of engines.

TerraMotus Concentrated Fuel Treatment eliminates water.

PN° tm1270 6 fl. oz. (177 mL) bottle

concentrated fuel treatment

The fuel delivery system is an integral part of your vehicle maintenenance. 
TerraMotus carries a full range of products for your various fuel system cleaning 

needs from next generation additives to industrial strength cleaners.



Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits 
away from fuel injectors, intake ports and 
combustion chambers. Restores engine power 
lost due to dirty injectors and fouled combustion 
chambers. For use in all gasoline fuel systems 
including new Direct Injection (GDI) Systems.

This dual purpose, fast-acting NEW Proprietary 
Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of Poly-
etheramine. Designed to be introduced into 
the induction system using a vacuum or high 
pressure fogger tool.

PN° tm1225 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
             12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb is a 
highly advanced specially formulated cleaning 
product for Fuel Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air 
Intakes, Intake Valves and Valve Deposits on 
GDi 
engines. Our premium fast-acting NEW 
Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and 
injector cleaning. Quickly and effectively blasts 
carbon deposits away from fuel injectors, intake 
ports and combustion chambers. 
Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1200p 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
                12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

intake valve kit 

purge & dcarb kit
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TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb CFT Kit is a 
highly advanced specially formulated cleaning prod-
uct for Fuel Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, 
Intake Valves and Valve Deposits on GDi engines. Our 
premium fast-acting NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine 
Technology was developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and injector 
cleaning. Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits 
awayfrom fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1202p 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
                12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

6 fl. oz. (177 mL) bottle

purge & dcarb cft kit
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fuel kits
fuel SYSTEM kits

TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb Kit is a highly 
advanced specially formulated cleaning product for Fuel 
Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, Intake Valves and 
Valve Deposits on GDi engines. Our premium fast-acting 
NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine Technology was 
developed by the founding father of Polyetheramine 
for professional fuel rail and injector cleaning. 
Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits away
from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

   PN° tm1200 11.9 oz. (352 mL) aerosol               
10.8 oz. (319 mL) aerosol

 
PN° tm1400 6.2 oz. (183 mL) aerosol               

5.6. oz. (165 mL) aerosol

TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb CFT Kit is a 
highly advanced specially formulated cleaning prod-
uct for Fuel Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, 
Intake Valves and Valve Deposits on GDi engines. Our 
premium fast-acting NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine 
Technology was developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and injector 
cleaning. Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits 
away from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

   PN° tm1202 11.9 oz. (352 mL) aerosol               
10.8 oz. (319 mL) aerosol

6 fl. oz. (177 mL) bottle
 

PN° tm1402 6.2 oz. (183 mL) aerosol               
5.6. oz. (165 mL) aerosol
6 fl. oz. (177 mL) bottle

purge & dcarb kit

purge & dcarb cft kit
optional

optional
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TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb Platinum Kit 
is a highly advanced specially formulated cleaning 
product for Fuel Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, 
Intake Valves and Valve Deposits on GDi engines. Our 
premium fast-acting NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine 
Technology was developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and injector 
cleaning. Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits 
away from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

PN° tm1212p 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
                12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Fuel System Purge & DCarb Platinum Kit 
is a highly advanced specially formulated cleaning 
product for Fuel Injectors, Throttle Plates, Air Intakes, 
Intake Valves and Valve Deposits on GDi engines. Our 
premium fast-acting NEW Synthetic Polymer Amine 
Technology was developed by the founding father of 
Polyetheramine for professional fuel rail and injector 
cleaning. Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits 
away from fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Restores engine power lost due to dirty 
injectors and fouled combustion chambers.

   PN° tm1212 11.9  oz. (352 mL) aeros0l
                10.8 oz. (355 mL) aeros0l

12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
 

PN° tm1412 6.2 oz. (183 mL) aerosol               
5.6. oz. (165 mL) aerosol

12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

purge & dcarb platinum kit

purge & dcarb platinum kit fuel injectors

intake valves

air intake

before

before

before

after

after

after

optional
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diesel products
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TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Injector Cleaner + Cetane 
Booster is a premium quality fuel treatment which 
boosts the performance and stability of any diesel fuel it 
is added to. Diesel fuel treated, yields maximum engine 
performance, fuel economy, emissions reduction, wear 
protection and fuel storage stability, for all types of diesel 
engines. Lifts the cetane value of the base fuel by 3 to 6 
numbers, which greatly improves combustion, increases 
performance and power, and reduces emissions.

PN° tm1255 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

diesel fuel injector cleaner +
cetane booster

TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Multi-Treatment is a premi-
um winter time diesel fuel protection and fuel quality 
enhancer. Using advanced technology that modifies wax 
crystals into shapes that will more easily pass through 
modern fuel filters. It also contains anti-icing inhibitor 
which lowers the freezing point of water.

TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Multi-Treatment keeps fuel liquid 
and flowing in cold weather, even after prolonged cold 
spells.

PN° tm1250 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

diesel fuel multi treatment
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Terramotus Diesel Purge is a concentrated diesel 
detergent specially formulated to clean diesel fuel rails, 
pumps and injectors.

Our highly advanced concentrated formula improves fuel 
economy, restores performance and lowers emissions.

Use with TerraMotus Fuel Service Machine or other 
Apparatus to effectively remove Carbon, Varnish and 
soot. Requires no mixing with diesel fuel.

PN° tm1215 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Injector Cleaner + Cetane 
Booster is a premium quality fuel treatment which 
boosts the performance and stability of any diesel fuel it 
is added to. Diesel fuel treated, yields maximum engine 
performance, fuel economy, emissions reduction, wear 
protection and fuel storage stability, for all types of diesel 
engines. Lifts the cetane value of the base fuel by 3 to 6 
numbers, which greatly improves combustion, increases 
performance and power, and reduces emissions.

PN° tm1256 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Multi-Treatment is a premi-
um winter time diesel fuel protection and fuel quality 
enhancer. Using advanced technology that modifies wax 
crystals into shapes that will more easily pass through 
modern fuel filters. It also contains anti-icing inhibitor 
which lowers the freezing point of water.

TerraMotus Diesel Fuel Multi-Treatment keeps fuel liquid 
and flowing in cold weather, even after prolonged cold 
spells.

PN° tm1251 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

diesel purge

diesel fuel injector cleaner +
cetane booster

diesel fuel multi-treatment

TerraMotus Diesel Emissions Cleaner is designed to 
removes carbon deposits from the EGR and Induction 
Systems. Our advanced formula reduces regeneration 
cycles, lowers emissions and smooths rough idles.

The EGR system of a diesel engine will accumulates 
carbon deposits. These deposits can negatively affect 
the performance of an engine. TerraMotus Diesel Emis-
sions Cleaner removes these deposits, restoring the fuel 
economy and performance of your engine.

PN° tm1280 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

diesel emissions cleaner
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TerraMotus UFT Universal Fuel Treatment is a 
premium quality fuel treatment which boosts the 
performance and stability of any fuel it is added to 
yield maximum engine performance, fuel econ-
omy, emissions reduction, wear protection, and 
fuel storage stability, for all types of engines.

PN° tm1281 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

uft universal fuel treatment

TerraMotus Diesel Emissions Cleaner is de-
signed to removes carbon deposits from the 
EGR and Induction Systems. Our advanced 
formula reduces regeneration cycles, lowers 
emissions and smooths rough idles. The EGR 
system of a diesel engine will accumulates 
carbon deposits. These deposits can negatively 
affect the performance of an engine. TerraMotus 
Diesel Emissions Cleaner removes these depos-
its, restoring the fuel economy and performance 
of your engine.

PN° tm1279 1 gal. (3.78 L) jug

TerraMotus UFT Universal Fuel Treatment is a 
premium quality fuel treatment which boosts the 
performance and stability of any fuel it is added 
to yield maximum engine performance, fuel 
economy, emissions reduction, wear protection, 
and fuel storage stability, for all types of engines.

PN° tm1282 1 gal. (3.78 L) jug

diesel emissions cleaner

uft universal fuel treatment

diesel products continued
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TerraMotus Diesel Kit Minor is a premium winter time 
diesel fuel protection and fuel quality enhancer kit. Using 
advanced technology that modifies wax crystals into 
shapes that will more easily pass through modern fuel 
filters. 

It also contains anti-icing inhibitors which lowers the 
freezing point of water. Boost the performance and sta-
bility of any diesel fuel it is added to. 
Diesel fuel treated, yields maximum engine perfor-
mance, fuel economy, emissions reduction, wear 
protection and fuel storage stability, for all types of diesel 
engines

PN° tm1265 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

diesel fuel kit minor

diesel fuel kit major

diesel fuel kits

TerraMotus Diesel Kit Major is a premium winter time 
diesel fuel protection and fuel quality enhancer and 
emission cleaner kit. Using advanced technology that 
modifies wax crystals into shapes that will more easily 
pass through modern fuel filters. It also contains 
anti-icing inhibitors which lowers the freezing point of 
water. Boost the performance and stability of any diesel 
fuel it is added to. Diesel fuel treated, yields maximum 
engine performance, fuel economy, emissions reduction, 
wear protection and fuel storage stability, for all types of 
diesel engines.

PN° tm1295 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle 
32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle



Cooling System Treatment is a unique formulation that 
restores coolant to its peak level of protection. It is 
designed for use in conventional, long life, hybrid, 
heavy duty and diesel coolants.

It helps to promote more efficient heat transfer, restores 
critical additive balance, proper coolant pH and 
provides protection against foaming and metallic 
corrosion.

PN° tm2220 10 fl oz. (296 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Cooling System Cleaner removes built-up 
scale and harsh mineral deposits that have formed in 
the coolant system. It removes tough residues caused 
by coolant inhibitor breakdown.

Cleans heat transfer surfaces and removes corrosion 
products, such as rust and scale, to restore proper 
cooling capacity in the system.

PN° tm2210 10 fl oz. (296 mL) bottle

cooling  system treatment

cooling system cleaner
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cooling products
restore cooling system efficiency
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TerraMotus Coolant Kit removes built-up scale and 
harsh mineral deposits that have formed in the coolant 
system. It removes tough residues caused by coolant 
inhibitor breakdown. 

Cleans heat transfer surfaces and removes corrosion 
products, such as rust and scale, to restore proper 
cooling capacity in the system. It helps to promote more 
efficient heat transfer, restores critical additive balance, 
proper coolant pH and provides 
protection against foaming and metallic corrosion.

PN° tm2200 10 fl. oz. (296 mL) bottle
10 fl. oz. (296 mL) bottle

coolant kit

coolant kits



TerraMotus HVAC + Interior UltraSonic Cleaning 
Solution is a technologically advanced next-generation 
HVAC cleaning system.

It has many potential applications because of its natural 
components and ability to treat Mold, Mildew, Bacteria 
and odor. It is designed to be used in vehicle cabins and 
throughout the HVAC system. It requires no rinsing or 
wiping.

PN° tm3261 5 fl oz. (147 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Terra HVAC AC Tune-Up & Leak Detector 
is formulated to quickly detect leaks, ensures quieter 
compressor operation, enhance cooling and prolongs 
compressor life.

Heat stress has a devastating impact on the perfor-
mance of the compressor lubricant. Most refrigerant 
lubricants suffer from inherent moisture absorption and 
breakdown due to heat.

PN° tm3220 2.5 oz. (73.9 mL) aerosol

terra hvac ac tune-up
& leak detector

hvac + interior 
ultrasonic cleaning solution
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hvac & cabin products
freshen & clean cabin air



TerraMotus Evaporator Cleaner removes accumu-
lated bacteria, mold, spores, road grime and debris 
and restores heating/cooling efficiency. This debris 
can build up in the ventilation system and collect 
moisture.

As a result, mold spores, bacteria and fungi are 
forced into the passenger compartment every time 
the heater or A/C is turned on. These contaminants 
can cause health issues such as allergies, asthma, 
respiratory infection and illness.

PN° tm3808 18 oz. (532 mL) aerosol

evaporator cleaner
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TerraMotus HVAC Disinfectant & Evaporator Cleaner 
Kit is a technologically advanced all-in-one cleaning 
solution for your evaporator core and HVAC system.

Our system has many potential applications because 
of its natural components and ability to treat Mold, 
Mildew, Bacteria and odor. It is designed to be used 
in vehicle cabins and throughout the HVAC system. It 
requires no rising or wiping.

 PN° tm32613808 18 oz. (532 mL) aerosol             
5 fl. oz. (127 mL) bottle

hvac disinfectant & evaporator 
cleaner kit

TerraMotus AC Tune-up & Disin-
fectant Kit is a 
highly advanced next-generation 
HVAC cleaning 
system. It has many potential ap-
plications because of its natural 
components and ability to treat 
Mold, Mildew, Bacteria and odor. 

It is designed to be used in 
vehicle cabins and throughout 
the HVAC system. It requires no 
rinsing or wiping. Quickly detect 
leaks, ensures quieter compres-
sor operation, enhance cooling 
and prolongs compressor life.

PN° tm32203261 2.5 oz. (73.9 mL) aerosol     
5 fl. oz. (127 mL) bottle

ac tune-up & disinfectant kit

protect from air born particles
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TerraMotus Automatic Transmission Cleaner is a techno-
logically advanced chemical carefully balanced to help 
clean and protect internal surfaces with a low-friction 
lubricating film.

Removes accumulated deposits that form throughout 
the oil/fluid passageway system to help improve fluid 
circulation. Boosts the transmission fluid resistance to 
corrosion and wear of vital parts.

PN° tm4210 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

automatic transmission cleaner

transmission products
restore power & efficiency

TerraMotus carries a full range of transmission products for your vehicle.

automatic transmission treatment

A special additive to provide extra lubrication protection 
to automatic transmissions. Added to new and remain-
ing transmission fluid left behind in the torque converter 
after a drain and refill service.

Helps prevent deposit formation and fluid oxidation. 
Helps prevent transmission shudder and shifting prob-
lems and prevent transmission leaks by keeping seals 
soft and pliable. Helps prevent transmission failure.

PN° tm4220 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
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TerraMotus Synthetic CVT Fluid is a technologically 
advanced chemical blend of API Group III base oils with 
top-tier additives to meet or exceed OEM test specifica-
tion performance requirements. It is excellent for use in 
both belt and steel chain type CVT’s.

Having excellent oxidation and sludge resistance, it also 
has a 12-Stage FZG Gear Test pass, which contributes 
to excellent wear protection in steel chain type CVT’s. It 
is excellent for use in either torque converter clutches or 
wet start clutches.

 PN° tm4285 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Automatic Transmission Fluid is a premium 
quality, high performance formulation of 100% syn-
thetic base oils and a sophisticated additive package 
that meets or exceeds the performance, protection and 
service requirements of virtually all makes and models 
of automatic transmission manufactured worldwide. It 
may also be used for power steering units and hydraulic 
systems.

TerraMotus Automatic Transmission Fluid may be used 
as a fluid top-off, or for drain-and-fill or flush-and-fill 
installation. Flush-and-fill provides the greatest benefit 
as essentially all fluid is replaced.

 PN° tm4201 1 gal. (3.78 L) jug

synthetic cvt fluid

automatic transmission fluid
TerraMotus  Automatic Transmission Kit is a techno-
logically advanced chemical carefully balanced to help 
clean and protect internal surfaces with a low-friction 
lubricating film.

A special additive to provide extra lubrication protection 
to automatic transmissions. Added to new and remain-
ing transmission fluid left behind in the torque converter 
after a drain and refill service.

   PN° tm4200 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
                12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

transmission kit
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TerraMotus Full Synthetic Gear Oils provides superi-
or lubrication and protection for gears. Is a synthetic 
(Polyalphaolefin) API GL-5 rated gear oil blended to 
SAE 75W-140 viscosity. It satisfies all requirements for 
posi-traction and limited slip hypoid gears.

TerraMotus Synthetic Gear Oils are formulated for 
unsurpassed durability by providing improved seal con-
ditioning, quieter operation and dependable protection. 
Its unique EP package provides the best in protection 
against pitting, scoring and wear.

PN° tm4240 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Full Synthetic Gear Oils provides superi-
or lubrication and protection for gears. Our product is 
a synthetic (Polyalphaolefin) API GL-5 rated gear oil 
blended to SAE 75W-90 viscosity.

Formulated for unsurpassed durability by providing im-
proved seal conditioning, quieter operation and depend-
able protection. Its unique EP package provides the best 
in protection against pitting, scoring and wear.

PN° tm4240 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

75w-140 full synthetic gear oil

75w-90 full synthetic gear oil

driveline products
restore & protect driveline

TerraMotus carries a full range of driveline products for your vehicle.
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TerraMotus Synthetic Transfer Case & Manual Fluid is 
a fully synthetic gear and transmission lubricant with 
unique frictional properties and superior anti-wear 
protection. It was developed for applications in Europe, 
North America and South America; meeting current and 
future OEM requirements for commercial vehicles.

Our advanced formula improves pitting performance 
resulting in longer component life. It significantly lowers 
axle running temperatures compared with alternate 
technologies to improves axle efficiency.

 PN° tm4280 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle
                

Gear oils can deteriorate as they are exposed to heat 
and oxidization. This deterioration can lead to expen-
sive damage to differentials, manual transmissions and 
transfer cases.

TerraMotus Diamond Nano Extreme Pressure Lubricant 
with Diamond Nano-Lube Technology guards against 
the break-down of gear oil. It contains extreme

pressure and anti-wear agents that ensure the com-
ponents are protected against premature wear, which 
extends the life of your customer’s vehicles.

 PN° tm4250n 6 fl. oz. (177 mL) tube                

TerraMotus Limited Slip Additive improves the heat 
transfer and thermal stability of gear oil, which improves 
component life.

It eliminates the chatter that is associated with limited 
slip applications and improves performance in heavy 
duty applications.

 PN° tm4255 6 fl. oz. (177 mL) tube                

synthetic transfer case &
manual transmission fluid

limited slip additive

Extreme pressure lubricant
diamond nano
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TerraMotus DOT 4 Brake Fluid provides a variety of vital 
functions in the braking system.

It transmits the required power, minimizes corrosion, 
lubricates and controls proper seal swelling over a wide 
range of temperatures.

Our product features a Minimum Dry Boiling Point 
(ERBP) of 446° F.

PN° tm5220 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

dot 4 brake fluid

brake products
restore brake performance

TerraMotus carries a full range of driveline products for your vehicle.

technical data
API Gravity
Weight Lbs/Gallon
Wet Boiling Point (ERBP)
Dry Boiling Point (ERBP)
Viscosity cST at 40° C (Min)
Viscosity cST at 100° C (Max)
PH
Color

1.05
8.70

284° F
401° F

1800
1.5

7.0 - 11.5
Amber

ERBP = Equilibrium Reflux Boiling Point*
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TerraMotus DOT 3 Brake Fluid provides a variety of vital 
functions in the braking system. It transmits the required 
power, minimizes corrosion, lubricates and controls 
proper seal swelling over a wide range of temperatures.

Our product features a Minimum Dry Boiling Point 
(ERBP) of 401° F and is a enhanced fluid over DOT 3 
and mixes wth all DOT 3 approved braked fluids. Our 
fluid is designed for us in disc, drum and ABS brake 
systems.

PN° tm5230 32 fl. oz. (946 mL) bottle

dot 3 brake fluid
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technical data
API Gravity
Weight Lbs/Gallon
Wet Boiling Point (ERBP)
Dry Boiling Point (ERBP)
Viscosity cST at 40° C (Min)
Viscosity cST at 100° C (Max)
PH
Color

1.05
8.70

284° F
401° F

1800
1.5

7.0 - 11.5
Amber

ERBP = Equilibrium Reflux Boiling Point*

what is brake fluid?
facts & History

secondary function

dot facts

The secondary function of your brake fluid is to lubricate 
your braking system with special additives to ensure compo-
nents don’t stick and wear prematurely. 

Check owners manual to insure proper fluid type and never 
use non-brake fluid.

The main fundamental function 
of your brake fluid is transfer 
the force of your foot to your 
braking system with hydraulic 
assistance to safely stop your 
vehicle.

This high hydraulic pressure 
can causes extreme heat and 
condensation to form in your 
brake system that can lead to 
brake failure which is why it is 
important to choose the correct 

DOT stands for Department of Transportation. The DOT 
is the regulatory body responsible for interstate travel and 
vehicle safety in the United States. They ensure a standard 
quality for many automotive products and services including 
brake fluid for public safety. 

The number that comes after DOT indicates the type of 
brake and it’s resistance to boiling with the higher number 
meaning greater resistance to boiling.
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TerraMotus Diamond Nano Oil System Treatment is a 
top-tier friction modifier that extremely reduces dynam-
ic coefficient of friction in gasoline and diesel fueled 
engines. This non-metallic friction modifier enhances 
the performance of any oil it is added to, by creating 
a low-friction film at the metal-to-metal interfaces. By 
reducing energy loss, fuel economy is improved an 
average of 1.36%, and global carbon emissions are 
therefore reduced. Reduced friction effects also help 
eliminate wear and extend useful engine life.

PN° tm6220n 12 fl oz. (355 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Oil System is cleaner is a technologically 
advanced chemical cleaner that is carefully balanced to 
help clean and protect internal surfaces with a low-fric-
tion lubricating film.

Removes accumulated deposits that form throughout 
the oil/fluid passageway system to help improve fluid 
circulation. Boosts the oil/ fluid’s resistance to corrosion 
and wear of vital parts.

PN° tm6210 12 fl oz. (355 mL) bottle

oil system treatment
diamond nano

oil system cleaner

engine products
restore power & efficiency
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TerraMotus Engine Service Kit is a technologically 
advanced chemical cleaner that is carefully balanced to 
help clean and protect internal surfaces with a low-fric-
tion lubricating film. Removes accumulated deposits that 
form throughout the oil/fluid passageway system to help 
improve fluid circulation. Boosts the oil/ fluid’s resistance 
to corrosion and wear of vital parts. TerraMotus Dia-
mond Nano Oil System Treatment is a top-tier friction 
modifier that extremely reduces dynamic coefficient of 
friction in gasoline and diesel fueled engines.

PN° tm6200 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

Engine service kit

Quickly and effectively blasts carbon deposits away from 
fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion chambers. 
TerraMotus Diamond Nano Oil System Treatment is a 
top-tier friction modifier that extremely reduces dynam-
ic coefficient of friction in gasoline and diesel fueled 
engines. This non-metallic friction modifier enhances 
the performance of any oil it is added to, by creating 
a low-friction film at the metal-to-metal interfaces. By 
reducing energy loss, fuel economy is improved an 
average of 1.36%, and global carbon emissions are 
therefore reduced. Reduced friction effects also help 
eliminate wear and extend useful engine life.

   PN° tm6201 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle
                12 fl. oz. (355 mL) bottle

fuel + engine kit
particle properties

what is diamond nano?
facts & History

number of particles

specific surface area

The Nano Diamond particle is remarkably small, 4~6 nm
(four to six billionths of one meter).

The particle size is 20 times smaller than a virus. It is 
invisible to the naked eye.

A Nano Diamond is the smallest diamond but an authentic 
one.

Nano Diamonds are one of the 
most advanced carbon materials 
in the world renowned for their 
superlative physical qualities. 

Nano Diamonds are not only 
tiny-sized diamonds with the 
above physical strengths but 
they also generate other ben-
eficial functions owing to their 
nano size, high dispersibility, 
ζ potential and amorphous 
carbon molecule.

One of the greatest properties of nano materials is their 
specific surface area.

Nano Diamonds have far larger surface areas than larger 
diamonds of equal mass.
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TerraMotus Amber Synthetic Power Steering Fluid 
(Amber-colored) has superb performance in extreme 
temperatures, resisting thinning in hot weather, and 
thickening in the cold. Special anti-wear agents help 
prevent abrasion of spool valve housings and other 
components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown and extend 
useful life and lubricity of the fluid. Seal conditioners 
keep seals pliable, preventing fluid leaks.

PN° tm7220 64 fl oz. (1.89 L) bottle

TerraMotus Multi-System Cleaner is a technologically 
advanced chemical carefully balanced to help clean and 
protect internal surfaces with a low-friction lubricating 
film.

Removes accumulated deposits that form throughout 
the oil/fluid passageway system to help improve fluid 
circulation. Boosts the oil/ fluid’s resistance to corrosion 
and wear of vital parts.

PN° tm7210 8 fl oz. (236 mL) bottle

multi-system cleaner

steering  products
steering system products

amber synthetic

The power steering system is an integral part of the handling and safety of your vehicle 
that is regularly put through extreme pressures and temperatures over it’s service life. Fight 

these extremes with our state of the art additives that conditions seals to prevent leaks 
while preventing sticking of parts and premature wear. Keep your steering system operaing 

smoothly and quitely with our full range of state of the art power steering products.
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TerraMotus Red Synthetic Power Steering Fluid 
+ Conditioner (Red-colored) has superb perfor-
mance in extreme temperatures, resisting thin-
ning in hot weather, and thickening in the cold. 
Special anti-wear agents help prevent abrasion 
of spool valve housings and other components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown and 
extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. Seal 
conditioners keep seals pliable, preventing fluid 
leaks.

PN° tm7230 64 fl. oz. (1.89 L) jug

TerraMotus Honda Acura Type Power Steering 
Fluid (Amber-colored) has superb performance 
in extreme temperatures, resisting thinning in 
hot weather, and thickening in the cold. Special 
anti-wear agents help prevent abrasion of spool 
valve housings and other components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown and 
extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. Seal 
conditioners keep seals pliable, preventing fluid 
leaks.

PN° tm7265 64 fl. oz. (1.89 L) jug

TerraMotus Green Synthetic Power Steering 
Fluid + Conditioner (Green-colored) has superb 
performance in extreme temperatures, resisting 
thinning in hot weather, and thickening in the 
cold.
Special anti-wear agents help prevent abrasion 
of spool valve housings and other components.
Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown and 
extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. Seal 
conditioners keep seals pliable, preventing fluid 
leaks.

PN° tm7235 64 fl. oz. (1.89 L) jug

red synthetic honda acura type

green synthetic

steering products
power steering products continued

The power steering system is an integral part of the handling and safety of your 
vehicle that is regularly put through extreme pressures and temperatures over it’s 

service life. Fights these extremes with our state of the art additives that conditions 
seals to prevent leaks while preventing sticking of parts and pre-mature wear. Keep 
your steering system operaing smoothly and quitly with our full range of state of the 

art power steering products and convenient steering kits.

TerraMotus Steering Products
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TerraMotus Amber Synthetic Power Steering 
Kit (Amber-colored) has superb performance 
in extreme temperatures, resisting thinning in 
hot weather, and thickening in the cold. Spe-
cial anti-wear agents help prevent abrasion of 
spool valve housings and other components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown 
and extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. 
Seal conditioners keep seals pliable, prevent-
ing fluid leaks.

PN° tm7200 64 fl. oz. (1.89 mL) bottle
8 fl. oz. (236 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Red Synthetic Power Steering 
Kit (Red-colored) has superb performance in 
extreme temperatures, resisting thinning in 
hot weather, and thickening in the cold. Spe-
cial anti-wear agents help prevent abrasion of 
spool valve housings and other components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown 
and extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. 
Seal conditioners keep seals pliable, prevent-
ing fluid leaks.

PN° tm7240 64 fl. oz. (1.89 mL) bottle
8 fl. oz. (236 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Honda Acura Type Power Steer-
ing Kit (Amber-colored) has superb perfor-
mance in extreme temperatures, resisting 
thinning in hot weather, and thickening in the 
cold. Special anti-wear agents help prevent 
abrasion of spool valve housings and other 
components.

Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown 
and extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. 
Seal conditioners keep seals pliable, prevent-
ing fluid leaks.

PN° tm7260 64 fl. oz. (1.89 mL) bottle
8 fl. oz. (236 mL) bottle

TerraMotus Green Synthetic Power Steering 
Kit (Green-colored) has superb performance 
in extreme temperatures, resisting thinning in 
hot weather, and thickening in the cold.
Special anti-wear agents help prevent 
abrasion of spool valve housings and other 
components.
Powerful antioxidants inhibit fluid breakdown 
and extend useful life and lubricity of the fluid. 
Seal conditioners keep seals pliable, prevent-
ing fluid leaks.

PN° tm7250 64 fl. oz. (1.89 mL) bottle
8 fl. oz. (236 mL) bottle

honda acura type

amber power steering kit

red power steering kit

steering kits
green power steering kit

power steering kit
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TerraMotus Battery Products

TerraMotus Battery Terminal Cleaner + Leak Detector 
removes corrosion from battery terminals and cables. 
It neutralizes exterior battery acid, assures maximum 
battery performance and provides proper current flow.

It also prevents damage to cable and terminals, pro-
longs battery life and eliminates and detects power 
leaks. Color changes then indicate complete acid neu-
tralization. Flushes away easily with water.

PN° tm8200 2 fl. oz. (59 mL) bottle

battery terminal cleaner +
Leak detector

battery products
battery products

TerraMotus BatteryTerminal Cleaner + Leak Detector Kit for proper 
battery maintenace and year round cold cranking performance.
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TerraMotus Penetrating Spray Lubricant is a is an 
industry-leading product that protects all types of metal 
surfaces from rust, corrosion and oxidation.

Metal surfaces will rust, corrode or oxidize when 
exposed to environmental conditions, such as moisture, 
pollutants and even air, if not properly protected with 
some form of protective coating.

PN° tm180 12 oz. (355 mL) aerosol

TerraMotus Air Intake Cleaner is a powerful blend of de-
tergents and solvents for rapid break down and removal 
of sludge, varnish, and gum deposits from fuel delivery 
systems on all gasoline fueled engines. “Sensor Safe”

PN° tm1285 4 fl. oz. (118 mL) aerosol

tm180 penetrating lubricant

air intake cleaner

specialty products
specialty needs products

TerraMotus carries a full range of specialty aerosol products to keep your vehicle 
running smoothly and quietly.
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lifetime protection plan

terms & conditions

This Plan is an added benefit when qualified TerraMotus services are purchased. All services must be performed 
by a professional technician at a licensed service center using an approved TerraMotus maintenance procedure 

with proper TerraMotus products and equipment.

PLAN a
                     VEHICLES WITH 0-50,000 MILES (0-80,000KM)   
         $4000 USD or $5000CAD           
                     ***$5000 USD OR $6,000 CAD For Nano Engine  

Plan b
VEHICLES WITH 50,001-100,000 MILES

(80,001-160,000KM)
$2000USD or $2500CAD

This Plan is an added benefit when qualified TerraMotus services are purchased. All services must be performed by a professional technician at a 
licensed service center using an approved TerraMotus maintenance procedure with proper TerraMotus products and equipment.

Engine oil grade and weight must meet vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. Timing belt and air and oil filter must be replaced and emission control 
system maintained in accordance with vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. To remain eligible, return to a TerraMotus shop to have service 
performed within required service interval. All TerraMotus products must be applied in accordance with stated directions for use.

Terramotus protection program terms & conditions

 ***$2500 USD OR $3,000 CAD For Nano Engine

engine system service | GASOLINE & DIESEL

engine & fuel system service | GASOLINE

engine & fuel system service | diesel

fuel system service | gasoline

automatic transmission

cvt transmission

Pistons and rings (oil consumption not covered), wrist pins and bushings, rods and rod bearings, camshafts and bearings, pushrods, intake valves and 
guides (grinding adjustments excluded), turbo bearings, crankshaft and bearings, cylinder liners or bores, valve lifters, timing chains (stretched timing 
chains are excluded) (timing belts and damage to engine parts due to broken timing belts excluded), rocker arms and pivots, oil pump, timing gears or 
sprockets, distributor drive gear.  Also covers Oxygen sensors, PCV, injectors (deposit-related malfunctions only) for gasoline

Pistons and rings (oil consumption not covered), wrist pins and bushings, rods and rod bearings, camshafts and bearings, pushrods, intake valves and 
guides (grinding adjustments excluded), turbo bearings, crankshaft and bearings, cylinder liners or bores, valve lifters, timing chains (stretched timing 
chains are excluded) (timing belts and damage to engine parts due to broken timing belts excluded), rocker arms and pivots, oil pump, timing gears or 
sprockets, distributor drive gear.  Also covers Oxygen sensors, PCV, injectors (deposit-related malfunctions only) for diesel. 

Oxygen sensors, PCV, injectors (deposit-related malfunctions only) for gasoline 

Lubricated parts within the transmission housing or case only when damaged by an internally lubricated part covered under this Plan. 
Not covered: Leaking transmission seals and gaskets; electrical components, such as solenoids

Lubricated parts within the transmission housing or case only when damaged by an internally lubricated part covered under this Plan. 
Not covered: Leaking transmission seals and gaskets; electrical components, such as solenoids

Lubricated parts within the transmission housing or case only when damaged by an internally lubricated part covered under this Plan. Not covered: 
Leaking transmission seals and gaskets; electrical components, such as solenoids. Eligibility begins with model year 2014

Pistons and rings (oil consumption not covered), wrist pins and bushings, rods and rod bearings, camshafts and bearings, pushrods, intake valves and 
guides (grinding adjustments excluded), turbo bearings, crankshaft and bearings, cylinder liners or bores, valve lifters, timing chains (stretched timing 
chains are excluded) (timing belts and damage to engine parts due to broken timing belts excluded), rocker arms and pivots, oil pump, timing gears or 
sprockets, distributor drive gear.

Oxygen sensors, PCV, injectors (deposit-related malfunctions only) for gasoline 

OEM Oil change Interval to a Maximum of 1 year 
(whichever occurs first)

OEM Oil change Interval to a Maximum of 1 year 
(whichever occurs first)

OEM Oil change Interval to a Maximum of 1 year 
(whichever occurs first)

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM

OEM Oil change Interval to a Maximum of 1 year 
(whichever occurs first)

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $2000 ($2500 CAD)  |  PLAN B $1000 ($1500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

service interval

service interval

service interval

service interval

service interval

service interval

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

qualifying products

TM6220n & tm1235 or TM6201

tm6220N & tm1250 or tm6201d

tm1235

tm4210 & tm4220 & tm4201

tm4210 & tm4220

tm4210, TM4220 & tm4285

tm6220n

tm1210 & tm1220 or tm1410 & tm1420 or TM1425 & TM1235 or TM1210p & TM1220p

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $5000 ($6000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2500 ($3000 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

brakes service

Lubricated parts contained within the pump, valves, master cylinder, calipers, and metalized hoses when hose failure results from internal corrosion. 
Not covered: Brake system seals & gaskets. Pads, rotors, shoes, ABS sensors, controller or other electrical parts.

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

service interval

qualifying products
tm5220 or TM5230

coolant service

Heater core, water pump, freeze plugs & radiator. 
Not covered: Hoses, clamps, thermostats & engine components.
Note: Use with OEM compliant coolant.

Maximum 30,000 Miles / 50,000 KM or 50,000 Miles /
80,000 KM (With Longlife Coolant) Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

qualifying products
tm2210 & tm2220

service interval

driveline service

conditions & exclusions

scope

covereage

claims & procedures

power steering service

Lubricated parts contained within the differential housing, transfer case or transmission case. 
Not covered: The housing or case, axle(s), pre-packed axle bearing(s), U-joint(s), CV joint(s), CV boot(s), driveshaft(s), case, flywheel, clutch plate, 
and pressure plate unless damaged due to the failure of a covered part.

Lubricated parts contained within the power steering gearbox or rack and power steering pump. 
Not covered: Hoses, belts, brackets seals and leaking gaskets.

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM 

Maximum 30,000 Miles or 50,000 KM 

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

Maximum Coverage   PLAN A - $4000 ($5000 CAD)  |  PLAN B $2000 ($2500 CAD)

service interval

service interval

qualifying products

qualifying products

tm4280 for manual transmissions/trans
 axles or transfer cases
tm4240, TM4290 or

tm4250, TM4255 in conjunction with vehicle’s oem specific differential fluid

TM7220, TM7230, TM7235, TM7265
*can be used with multi system cleaner TM7210*

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION: Any component must be serviced with TerraMotus product within a maximum of 7 years to maintain the program coverage 
regardless of the above mileage requirements to maintain the program coverage. If the vehicle odometer has been changed or altered, or if the odome-
ter has ceased to function, coverage under the terms of this Plan is not in effect. 

CONDITIONS & EXCLUSIONS: This Plan covers only legally registered passenger cars, vans, SUVs, and pick-up trucks with a GVW of 14,000 pounds 
(6,300 kg) or less. Motorcycles, RVs, and vehicles with more than two axles are excluded. Vehicles used for competitive purposes are excluded. Vehicle 
repairs included in a NHTSA or manufacturer-issued recall or TSB will not be covered by this Plan. This Plan excludes in-house maintenance/repair 
facilities. In the case of a leased vehicle, the lessee must be primarily obligated for repairs and maintenance. If the covered vehicle is used for towing a 
trailer or other vehicle or object, this Plan is not in effect unless the covered vehicle is equipped with factory-installed tow package.

Any claim resulting from collision, fire, theft, vandalism, contamination of fluids, acts of God, misuse, abuse, negligence, damage caused by operation 
during component failure, aftermarket modification which affects the component specified in the claim, or lack of normal maintenance required by vehicle 
manufacturer renders this Plan null and void. Pre-existing conditions and damage to system components prior to the service are excluded and may be 
verified through independent parts analysis at the discretion of TerraMotus Services, Inc. Also excluded are “Washed,” “Branded,” Salvage or Junk titled 
vehicles and services performed as a demonstration or as complimentary services. Failure to furnish all necessary records will render this Plan null and 
void. This is a retail service customer retention program.

SCOPE: This Plan does not extend a vehicle manufacturer’s warranty and will take effect after the OEM warranty expires. However, TerraMotus Solu-
tions, Inc., will pay your deductible amount under any extended service contract purchased by you. It is subject to the terms and conditions contained 
herein. Only Plan B takes effect 1200 km (750 miles) after the first TerraMotus service(s) has been performed by a professional technician. A grace 
period of 800 km (500 miles) will be extended in order to stay within service interval compliance, including initial service of Plan B only. 

COVERED: Payment of claims under this Plan is limited to the labor time necessary to make repairs or to replace any irreparably damaged parts as 
allocated by Mitchell Flat  Rate Guide or other industry accepted flat rate guide, multiplied by the commercial repair shop’s hourly labor rate, plus the 
reasonable cost of replaced parts of like kind and quality at the administrator’s discretion. 

CLAIMS & REPAIR PROCEDURES: In the event of a claim and prior to completing any repairs, the Repair Facility must submit the following information 
to TerraMotus Solutions, Inc, at TerraMotus.com: 
1. All service repair orders indicating compliance with terms and conditions of this Plan, including TerraMotus part numbers, retail prices and labor 
charges.
2. If necessary, all service repair orders showing compliance with the terms and conditions of previous protection plans or service warranties, 
(excluding OEM extended warranties) and proof of previous plan.
3. The lease agreement, if the vehicle is leased.
4. The estimate for repairs, including part numbers, prices and labor hours. If the repair in question has not been fully diagnosed and/or torn down, the 
Repair Facility must get the customer’s authorization to do so and email claims@terramotus.com when a complete diagnosis is available. Any repairs 
made without prior authorization from the claims administrator will not be covered under the program and will void further coverage. (Charges for 
diagnostic procedures and teardown costs are not covered unless they are an integral part of the repair.)

This Plan is transferable if vehicle ownership changes. TerraMotus Solutions, Inc., is not responsible for incidental or consequential damages. It will ap-
ply only to authorized repairs made for vehicles operated in the United States of America or Canada. This document may not be modified. The terms and 
conditions contained within may be subject to change without notice. TerraMotus Solutions, Inc. reserves the right to verify up to 24 months of service 
history when processing a claim. This Warranty does not cover rental vehicle cost incurred during repair or replacement of a covered component. One 
payable claim per service interval, per system, is permitted.

TerraMotus Solutions, Inc.
Phone 604-946-7020 
204-7188 Progress Way
Delta BC, Canada 
V4G 1M6 CopyRight © 2020 All Rights Reserved
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visit www.terramotus.com/claims for more details*

PLAN a
                     VEHICLES WITH 0-50,000 MILES (0-80,000KM)   
         $4000 USD or $5000CAD           
                     ***$5000 USD OR $6,000 CAD For Nano Engine  

Plan b
VEHICLES WITH 50,001-100,000 MILES

(80,001-160,000KM)
$2000USD or $2500CAD

Engine oil grade and weight must meet vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. Timing belt and air and oil filter must be replaced and emission control 
system maintained in accordance with vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. To remain eligible, return to a TerraMotus shop to have service 
performed within required service interval. All TerraMotus products must be applied in accordance with stated directions for use.

This Plan is transferable if vehicle ownership changes. TerraMotus Solutions, Inc., is not responsible for incidental or consequential damages. It will ap-
ply only to authorized repairs made for vehicles operated in the United States of America or Canada. This document may not be modified. The terms and 
conditions contained within may be subject to change without notice. TerraMotus Solutions, Inc. reserves the right to verify up to 24 months of service 
history when processing a claim. This Warranty does not cover rental vehicle cost incurred during repair or replacement of a covered component. 
One payable claim per service interval, per system, is permitted.

 ***$2500 USD OR $3,000 CAD For Nano Engine
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Save time and money with the Total Fuel 
System Purge & DCarb. No need to take a part 
the fuel system with our dismantle free cleaning 
system.

Problems solve weak acceleration and engine 
rpm issues with the easy to use adjustable 
pressure sprayer and easy to read LCD screen.

PN° tm200 dismantle free cleaner

The RCS-541 reverse flush machine works 
with all our flushing and conditioning chemicals. 
Integrated mixing valve for easy mixing of water 
and glycol. 

The RCS-541 connects to the vehicle cooling 
system while cool and not under pressure for 
ease of use. Finish your flush in minutes.

PN° rcs 541 |2 tanks (37 L/40 Quart/10 Gal)

Allows for easy and complete cleaning of injec-
tors and fuel system. This service restores fuel 
economy while lowering exhaust opacity and 
harmful emissions.

A fast and efficient service to thoroughly clean 
and eliminate EGR deposits, removes carbon 
build up from the EGR coolers, valves, turbos 
and variable vein turbos. Helps keep DPF/SCR 
clean to avoid costly EGR, EGR Cooler, Valve 
and EGR Manifold system repairs while lowering 
exhaust emissions.

PN° dfs 210 2 tanks

total fuel system
purge & dcarb

coolant service

diesel fuel service

terramotus equipment
complete automotive service equipment solutions
TerraMotus carries automotive service equipment for from dismantle free cleaners to 

automatic fluid exchange machines. Keep your vehicle running safe and smooth 
with our full range of professional equipment. 

*Ask us for more details.*
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TerraMotus Equipment

The Automatic Transmission Service ATS 
320E incorporates the latest micro-computer 
technology available today.  This makes it the 
easiest and most accurate Automatic Transmis-
sion machine on the market. It calculates the 
total flow of the used ATF fluid being pumped 
out from the transmission and simultaneously 
pumps in the exact amount of new ATF fluid into 
the transmission.  
This process eliminates any possibility of 
over-filling the transmission.  Since it does not 
restrict the flow of the return line on the trans-
mission this results in a faster exchange of fluid 
with minimal mixing of fluids.
PN° ats 320e |2 tanks  (26 L/30 Quart/7.5 Gal)

This BFS 125 brake machine is new and using the 
a Venturi Vacuum system. Saving costs on replac-
ing pumps and motors.

Easy to use with one of the many adapters provid-
ed to fit most manufactured vehicles.

Our machine is made with a chemical resistance 
powder epoxy paint to help with-stand brake fluid 
that it may come in contact with.

PN°bfs 125 |2 tanks  (1.89 L new / 9.46 l used)

The Differential Fluid Service DFX 410 is 
designed to service differential cases, manual 
transmissions and 4 wheel drive transfer 
cases. 

The machine works on shop air only, there-
fore there are no pumps or moving parts to 
break or clog up. The exchange process is 
extremely fast taking only a few minutes to 
accomplish. The Differential Fluid Service 
DFX 410 has two 8 qt/Lit fluid tanks making it 
very versatile for using different fluids. 

PN° dfx 410|2 new tanks 1 used tank

The power steering system is one of the most 
neglected areas in a vehicle.  In order to func-
tion properly, regular maintenance is required.
In time the power steering fluid becomes 
contaminated and loses its ability to lubricate 
effectively.  This results in metal to metal 
wear, which then contaminates the system 
with metallic debris.  This in turn leads to 
leaks, pump noise, and mechanical failure.
The PSF 214  is designed to flush out the old 
contaminated fluid and replace it with new 
power steering fluid.

PN° psf 214 | 5 gal 20 l tanks

transmission service brake service

differential service power steering service
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